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Emgard® HP 75W-90 – The high-performance axle oil
In the lubricants market, customers increasingly focus on the sustainability and efficiency of the products they buy.
With Emgard® HP 75W-90, BTC is now offering the further developed and improved product from the proven
BASF Emgard® line. This special axle oil is a synthetic lubricant that scores well in terms of sustainability and
performs particularly well at demanding temperature conditions.
Long replacement intervals, less waste oil
Emgard® HP 75W-90 is characterised by its particularly long
service life and thus enables increased replacement intervals –
leading to reduced maintenance costs and lower amounts of waste
oil. “Low environmental impact and low cost burdens are two topics
that are very important to BTC and which our customers clearly
demand, too,” says Gabriele Möller, Head of Business
Management Europe for Fuel & Lubricant Solutions at BTC. As a
synthetic lubricant, Emgard® HP 75W-90 also has a high
proportion of specially selected additives.
Suitable for heavy duty use and extreme temperatures
The axle oil performs well at cold and very hot temperatures and is suitable for use in many areas – for example in
heavy goods vehicles or agricultural machines, trams and high-speed trains. Emgard® HP 75W-90 is highly
effective in protecting axles, transmissions, gears and bearings against wear and corrosion.
Additional Information
Emgard® HP 75W-90 is officially approved by numerous manufacturers, including
 API GL-5 / MT-1
 SAE J2360
 Meritor O76-Q
 Volvo Transmission Oil 97312
 Scania STO 1:0
 MAN 342 Type M2
 DAF Trucks
 Meritor Europe – Extended Drain
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Our Expert
Gabriele Möller has been working in the chemicals industry for 35 years, during which time
she has gathered experience in every central field, from purchasing to HR and sales. Personal
experience makes her familiar with customers' needs and points of view: before joining BTC,
Möller spent many years working for a retailer who was a BASF customer. Möller has officially
been in the Fuel & Lubricant Solutions division for ten years, but it has actually been much
longer. “I have always been very mobile,” she says. She was one of the first young women of
her generation to ride a motorcycle. Möller enjoys managing products that are easy for
laypeople to understand, from coolants to brake fluids. At BTC, she is responsible for the
entire strategic segment involving Fuel & Lubricant Solutions.

You can find additional information about Emgard® HP 75W-90 and contact your local BTC partner directly using
the Solution Finder.
Would you like to regularly receive useful information and the latest news from the world of BTC's speciality
chemicals for your industry? You can subscribe to our Expertise Plus Information specifically for your industry at
www.btc-europe.com/information.

